(We’re cool with that.)

Things that run hot don’t run hot long. They either cool down. Or shut down. That’s why John Deere builds a stay-cool advantage into every XT-Series Trimmer. Our advantage — known as the M-Series engine — offers more cylinder-cooling fins than most competitors. Plus, a unique flywheel design that maximizes airflow and reduces heat buildup. That means more productivity and less downtime on the job.

These terrific little engines also have better power-to-weight ratios than most everything else out there. They’re smoother-running with a vibration-isolated clutch housing. And easier starting with a rotary-valve carburetor.

If you work in heat that’ll fry an egg inside the chicken, you’ll appreciate something a little cooler. An M-Series-powered line trimmer by John Deere.

Or 1-800-537-8233 for the dealer nearest you.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE®